Wickland, Home of Three Governors, 550 Bloomfield Road, Bardstown, KY.
The address for Wickland is 550 Bloomfield Road, Bardstown.
From Frankfort, take Bluegrass Parkway/Martha Layne Collins Parkway to exit 25
(Bardstown/Springfield - US 150).
Turn right at the end of the exit ramp, the turn right at the first traffic light (KY 245).
Follow KY 245 through two traffic lights and at the third light (intersection of KY 245 and US 62), prepare
to turn left.
Turn left onto US 62, follow for .8 mile (eight tenths), Wickland home is on the right.
Directions to Wickland:
From Lexington (and points north and east): take Bluegrass Parkway/Martha Layne Collins Parkway to
exit 25 (Bardstown/Springfield - US 150).
Turn right at the end of the exit ramp, the turn right at the first traffic light (KY 245).
Follow KY 245 through two traffic lights and at the third light (intersection of KY 245 and US 62), prepare
to turn left.
Turn left onto US 62, follow for .8 mile (eight tenths), Wickland home is on the right.
From Western Kentucky - take Western Kentucky/Wendell Ford Parkway to Elizabethtown;
exit 137B onto I-65 North toward Lexington/Louisville;
exit 93 for Blue Grass/Martha Layne Collins Parkway; follow until exit 25 (US 150) (Google directions will
say Exit 21 and that is fine, also, just follow the Google directions. The directions I am giving will avoid
the downtown.)
At the end of the ramp for exit 25, turn left. This will be US 150;
follow US 150 to the first traffic light - take a right onto KY 245
follow KY 245 through two traffic lights; at the third traffic light, turn left onto US 62
Turn left onto US 62, follow for .8 mile (eight tenths); Wickland home is on the right
From Louisville:
Taking 31E (Bardstown Road): Follow 31 E into Bardstown; pass through one traffic light and be
prepared to turn left at the second traffic light (intersection of KY 245 and US 31E)
after the left turn, follow KY 245 (John Rowan BLVD) through two lights and be prepared to turn right at
the third traffic light (intersection of KY 245 and US 62)
after the right turn, follow US 62 .8 mile (eight tenths); Wickland home is on the right
Taking I-65:
follow I-65 to exit
(KY 245); prepare to turn left at the end of the exit ramp;
after left turn onto KY 245, follow KY 245 into Bardstown (about 15 -18 miles or so)
you will pass through one traffic light outside Bardstown, then four more traffic lights; be prepared to
turn right
at the next traffic light (intersection KY 245 and US 62)
after the right turn, follow US 62 .8 mile (eight tenths); Wickland home is on the right

